ANNEX II

License Agreement for the provision and use of the BIC/LEI Mapping Table
(“BIC/LEI Mapping Table License Agreement”)

Statement of Purpose

S.W.I.F.T. SCRL ("SWIFT") has developed a mapping table between BICs and LEIs (hereafter referred to as the "Mapping Table").

The Mapping Table includes BICs supplied by SWIFT as the designated ISO Registration Authority ("RA") for the ISO 9362 Standard and LEIs supplied by the Global Legal Entity Identifier Foundation ("GLEIF").

The Mapping Table is available on the website of GLEIF and updated monthly. For the latest BIC information and updates, always refer to www.swift.com/bic.

1. Copyright and Related Rights. The Mapping Table made available hereunder may be protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited to, the following:

   i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate, and translate a work;
   ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);
   iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness depicted in a work;
   iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a work, subject to the limitations in paragraph 3(a), below;
   v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data in a work;
   vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, and under any national implementation thereof, including any amended or successor version of such directive); and
   vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national implementations thereof.

2. License: To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of applicable law, SWIFT and, for the LEIs included in the Mapping Table, GLEIF (individually and/or collectively referred to as "Affirmer") hereby grant each member of the public at large a non-exclusive, transferable, sub- licensable and royalty-free license to use the Mapping Table (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes provided always that any copy of the Mapping Table, in whole or in part, includes the following notice:
"SWIFT © and database rights [insert date (i.e. month and year) of the Mapping Table version].
All rights reserved.

This Mapping Table has been developed by SWIFT. Any use of the Mapping Table, in whole or in part, is subject to the BIC/LEI Mapping Table License Agreement as published with the Mapping Table available on GLEIF’s website.

The Mapping Table is updated monthly. For the latest BIC information and updates, always refer to www.swift.com/bic.

No other rights are granted in respect of the Mapping Table except those provided under this BIC/LEI Mapping Table License Agreement.

3. Limitations and Disclaimers.

   a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned, surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this BIC/LEI Mapping Table License Agreement.

   b. Affirmer offers the Mapping Table as-is and makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the Mapping Table, express, implied, statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non-infringement, compatibility with any particular platforms or operating systems or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, completeness or the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

   c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons that may apply to the Mapping Table or any use thereof, including without limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Mapping Table. Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the Mapping Table.